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About This Software

Desktop Mascot Engine allows you to have a character mascot live on your desktop and interact with it in real-time and have it
respond to your interactions.

If you remember those old Stick-Fight videos on youtube, where the stick-man's were fighting on Windows Desktop, thats
pretty much how the character/mascot looks on your desktop. Think of it as a living Game/Anime/3D-Model Character that

overlaps over Windows and other apps.

For now we are adding diverse variety character models as mascots with some animations to allow you to relax/fiddle with the
mascots to distract yourself from stress and stuff.

====================
This is the early access build.

Interaction/Control is only possible directly when clicking (left mouse button) on the character/mascot.

1. To change the characters, press and hold mouse button 1 (left click) on the character and press left or right key to toggle
through the initially available 4 characters.

2. To change the animation state of character, just left mouse click on the character itself.
Animation change is random and sometimes its possible same animation plays, if so, left click again to change to different

animation.
3. To change the mascot size, left click on mascot and use mouse scroll wheel to increase or decrease size.
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=======================
~~Coming Soon: The AI Assistant~~

=======================
Further down the road, we will be adding AI to it to make it a semi-assistant to perform tasks for a variety of pre-defined things.
We will be adding character packs of different themes/genres which will allow you a list of things via voice or input command

like a Ai assistant would.
We are looking for more suggestions and input related and unrelated to the AI/Assistant part, what you would like the

mascot/character to do, what features you would expect and what particular characters/genres you would like ? Please use Steam
Forums/Discussions to provide your feedback and suggestions.
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Title: Desktop Mascot Engine
Genre: Animation & Modeling, Software Training, Utilities, Early Access
Developer:
GamerzDan
Publisher:
GamerzDan
Release Date: 9 May, 2018

 7ad7b8b382 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 10

Processor: Core 2 Duo

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: Intel HD 520

Storage: 1 GB available space

English,French,Italian,German,Japanese,Korean,Russian,Simplified Chinese
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This application is very promising.. A good idear. We need good idears in this Age of time.. This has way to much potential for
me not to buy and support the development.. This is an interesting little toy (at the moment), and it has a great deal of promise if
pushed to its limits, as well as done right.

The probable possibility's of this small app are unbelievable, and could prove to be a fun time saver.

I can envision different ways of removing static emails after a set amount of time by the character you have running at the time
(without deleting them). The characters could also be set to give you a heads up when you have an appointment, or to let you
know that your child has been on the computer to long.

The possibility's are endless once the A.I. Has been established

Keep up the good work folks...you have a bright future if you do this right, and expand your horizons to include those who can
help advance your vision without restriction.. Very nice i love this idea, you should make a work shop where we (the consumers)
can create and post out own characters, that would be hella cool..
  So far, the software is still a bit rough, hope to be optimized to better, in addition, modeling role is a little less ... ... refueling, I
support developers.
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A bit barebones but it's been steadily improving and expanding, can't wait to see where it goes. As for now, this app uses 48% of
my processor which is i5-6600k and 500mb of RAM, which, for such a small app, is TOO FKN MUCH! Bought this app
because I already own Wallpaper Engine and love it, and hoped this would be as nice. It may look promising, so instead of
refunding it I'm hoping for future development. Also, as for now, there are only 15-ish characters with really strange behaviour,
hope it'll get better with time as the workshop will be launched, i hope at least.

Overall - Useless for now, waiting for future updates and keeping my fingers crossed for it!. bought this to support the
developer. Can't wait for more mascots.

And also, add a mute option, I dont want to hear a teenage girl's voice every 30 secs.

Add more settings as well like: the option to pick if we want to have random animations or just a couple. just not good enough.
before I will get attacked, I do understand its in early access and like the second week since release.
however the animations are way too stiff, the quality is very low as well. theres no menu to choose from and - to my surprise - it
has no workshop capability (which I'd recommend adding in the next patches)

I dont really regret buying it because I have high hopes for the future but then again its just too far from being realized at the
moment. 4th Screenshot shows a version of ED209, so bought it, but it's not in the mascot list ?

My hours played is because I am "In game" in Steam, please fix. Especially as it's a "Desktop" app.

It be nice for scripting of some sorts to be implemented, and possible voice comms intergration ?

Has potential to be a fun Desktop assistant.

. Date: 11th May, 2018

I really like this concept of an animated character hanging at my monitor's side, TBH I can do my work and the cute little
dragon won't even bother me. :')

Looking forward to see more of these kawaii creatures~

. A resource hog.... I wonder what business it is minding, beneath the surface.. Just fun to use but its kind of useless.. Very nice i
love this idea, you should make a workshop where we (the consumers) can create and post out own characters, that would be
hella cool. But the problem is still in beta face , many bugs are occuring so i need to refund & wait for some new
changes/updates in this application .. The closest I can currently get to having a anime ♥♥♥♥♥ running round my desktop
calling me master.

A SECOND BEFORE US Warp Glider Antenna Dilemma v1.1.1 : Unity update + linux bug fixes:
Hi!

This patch fixes most of the bugs linux players met.

  Game can't be launched.

 Linux players can't see the intro video and game crashes.

 Graphical corruption along the bottom of the screen

I did my best to test Antenna Dilemma on Ubuntu, I hope you won't find any OS-specific bugs anymore.
Special thanks to LiamD for sharing feedbacks :)

And if you liked the game, please consider leaving us a quick review, it will help a lot with visibility and helps spread the word.
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Thanks!

- Yann. v1.1.0 : French Localization (+ Mac and Linux!):
Hi!

Before starting to talk about this new version, thank you so much for the 95+% of positive reviews. This is really awesome to
see that my little game is appreciated.

Mac and Linux. v1.0.1 - Minor fixes:
Hi!

First of all, thanks for playing Antenna Dilemma, you are more than expected and feedbacks are great, thanks a lot :)

This patch fixes:

* Player can interact with the sticky note on the mailbox after sharing the cookie with C432632
* The major won't tell "roll a dice", but "flip a coin", better for a spherical person ;)
* Maddy calls Alfred "an human", better to say "a spherical person"
* The emergency service told C432632 that he didn't need to write an excuse note, he can steal an antenna without leaving one.
He acted differently later in the game.
* a couple of minor typos (an extra space, a missing comma...)

Have a great week-end !

- Yann
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